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 32 The problem is that android has a little more requirements than the regular java project and i don't know how to tell eclipse that it has to use a 32 bits OS. Any idea? Thanks A: From the Java SE Development Kit 7.0 Update 4 page: The 32-bit JDK will be the default in the 32-bit JRE version when you create a new Eclipse Java project or import an existing project. So if you create a new Eclipse
project and set it to JavaSE-1.6, you should get the 32 bit default. If you already have an Eclipse project, you could switch it to JavaSE-1.6 and then set the project SDK to the 32 bit version. You could also select to have multiple SDK's in the Eclipse project preferences. This link provides more info. Q: Append a trailing slash to a string in bash I want to append a trailing slash to an URL. For example,

let url='' Should be appended to the url with a slash, such that, I tried the following but it doesn't work echo $url echo $url/ Any advice? Just use the notation: $url='' $url/$url or $url="" Article content Within a month of being sworn in as Liberal Leader, Justin Trudeau announced that the party would not stand in a by-election in Brampton West, in the riding that has been held by former Toronto
mayor Rob Ford for the past seven years. We apologize, but this video has failed to load. tap here to see other videos from our team. Try refreshing your browser, or CHAMPAGNE: Brampton West Liberals decline to seek re-election Back to video That was a surprise for the Liberals, and it was a calculated one, with the decision based on months of consultations with potential candidates and a sense

that a Liberal vote would not help the party win the seat, but hurt the local Progressive Conservative leader. But now, Brampton West Liberal MPP Chad Rogers and his newly elected provincial counterpart, Christine Elliott, have confirmed that the Liberals will not run 82157476af
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